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THE ORDER OF NORMAL APPROXIMATION FOR SIGNED
LINEAR RANK STATISTICS*

M. L. PURI AND T.-J. WU

Summary. The rate of convergence of the cdf (cumulative distribution function) of the
signed linear rank statistics to the normal one is investigated. Under suitable assumptions, it is
shown that the convergence rate is of order O(N-/2+) for any 8 > 0.

1. Introduction. Let YNi, <= <-- N, N >= 1, be independent random variables distributed
according to the cdf’s FNi(y) F(y AdNi), =< -< N, N-> 1, where A is an unknown real
parameter, and dNi, <= <= N, N >= 1, are known real constants. Consider the signed linear rank
statistics

(1.1) SAN
= N+I]

where Ri is the rank ofl YNI among YNll, ", YNNI, CN’S are known real constants, sgn (y)
or -1 according as y >= 0 or <0, and o is a score generating function defined over (0, 1). Under
suitable assumptions on the c’s and the score generating function o, the asymptotic normality
of SaN has been established by Hukovgt [3]. However, the problem of determining the rate of
convergence of the cdf of SaN to the limiting normal one has not been investigated so far. The
purpose of this paper is to study this problem. It is shown that the rate of convergence is of
order O(N-t/2+) for any 8 > 0 for the case A 0 as well as A 0. For the corresponding study
of the similar problem in the case of (unsigned) linear rank statistics of the form

SN=i=I cNq
N+I/

where RN is the rank of YNi among YN1," ", YNN, the reader is referred to Jurekovfi and
Puri [5], Bergstribm and Purl [1], and Hukovfi [4], among others. Our methods are mainly the
adaptations of the ideas of Jurekovfi and Puri [5], Bergstribm and Puri [1] and Hukovfi [4].
Throughout the paper we make the following assumptions:

A1) F(x) is continuous and symmetric about zero,
N

A2) Y cv 1, max Ic,l- O(N-’/4og N)
i=1 l--i<--N

A3) o is not identically zero and satisfies the Lipschitz condition of order one on (0, 1),
that is, there exists a constant C such that

Io(u) o(v)l -< Clu vl for all u, v (0, 1).

Remark. Unlike in earlier papers referred to above where the derivatives of different orders
on 0 are assumed, here the Lipschitz condition on q is the only assumption we are making.

For simplicity of notation, we shall suppress the subscript N in cN, dN, R etc., whenever
this causes no confusion.

2. Rate of convergence for z 0. Here we assume that A 0, so that YNi, , YNN, N >= 1,
are i.i.d, random variables distributed according to a continuous and symmetric cdf F(y). We
shall need the following theorem (cf. Petrov [7, Chap. V, Thin. 6]).

THEOREM 2.1. Let V,. , VN be independent random variables with EV 0, El VI2+ < m
for some positive , <- (j 1,. , N). Then

N

sup IGN(x)-(x)l <=AB-/2 E EIVI2+,xe(--oo,oo) j=l

N N
where A > 0 is a constant independent of N, BN Yj_ D V, GN(x) P[B/- Yj=, V <-_ x], and
dp(x) is the standard cumulative normal distribution nction.
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Now let us denote
N

(2.1) Tar= , cr,o(F*(IYtc, l)) sgn (YN,), F*(x)= Po[IYttl<--_x],
i=1

where Po means that the probability is computed under A 0, and note.that TaN is a sum of
independent random variables. We shall use Ta to approximate

LEMMA 2.1. Under assumptions A1-A3, we have

sup IGo(X)-(x)l O(N-t/Z41og3 N),
x(-,)

were Go is te caf of o /II ana To is given (.).
ooy Since [c,(*(I El) sgn (E)] o, and lc,(*(I El)) sgn (E)I

Ic, J’o I(u)l au < for i N, it follows from eorem Z. that

(2.2) sup ]Go(X)-*(x)lAB/2 X Ic, I(u)l du,
(-,)

where A > 0 is a constant independent of N, and BN N=t C 0 2(u) du.e proofnow follows
from , A3 and (2.2).

LEMMA 2.2. Under assumptions A1-A3,

E(So- To)2K O[N-K(Iog N)K

for any fixed positive integer where So and ToN are given by (1.1) and (2.1) respectively.
oo t Z=[(R/(N+I)-(F*([I))]sgn(). en, for arbitra nonnegative

integers pt, P2, ",Pm satisfying =t p 2K we have

if at least one of the p’s is an odd number. en using (2.3) we obtain

E[(So- ToN)]2K E [(i, ciZi)2K
2K 21 212 21N(2.4) E E c c ... z,

!=0 12=0 IN=O i=1
1+i2+’"+IN=K

where

K l" N N N

=X [m=l i1=1 i2----1 im=l

c2K _211 _21 ,-211 ,-,21. Z21m
/l=l 12=1 im=l

ll+12+’"+! K

(2.5)

(2K)!
forj N or m.lj (It, 12,’’’, lj) and Ct (2/t)!(212)l" (2/)!

Now, bythe generalized Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and A3, we have for any it < i2 <" < im, m;
/j 1,..., K; j= 1,.. ",m, Xml= l K, that

211 212 Z21m ( fi E(zml)1/m

E(Zi, Zi2 [m )
\ /

[(R/(+))-(F*(I,I))I

c (
kN+l
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where Mr is a constant depending only on K. To obtain the last inequality-in (2.5) we have
used the well-known fact (see e.g. Kallenberg [6, p. 406]) that

E
N+ F*(I YI) O(N-p)

for any positive integer p. Also, in view of A2, there exists a constant M: (depending only on
K) such that

-21212 C2"Ira] M’KN-K (log N)c(2.6) Ici, i2" ,,.
for any il <" < i,,, m 1,. , K, and any lj 1, , K; j 1,. , m, Yj=I l K. The proof
now follows from (2.4), (2.5) and (2.6).

The main theorem of this section is the following.
THEOREM 2.2. Under assumptions A1-A3, we have for any 6 > 0 that

sup lEoN(X)- q(x)l O(N-1/2+),
x(-o,)

where FoN is the cdf of Sollll_.
Proof. For any e > 0 and any N, we have

(2.7)
and

(2.8) I,[llll’So,<x]>=v[llll’To<=x-e]-I,[llll-’lSo- To,,,I > el.
It then follows from (2.7), (2.8), Lemma 2.1, Lemma 2.2 and Markov’s inequality that for any 6 >0

(2.9) su
O(N-K (log N)K

(,IIIIY"
holds for any e > 0 and any K >-1. Now, pick K large enough such that (2K + 1)-1 <26 .and
put e N-1/2+1/(2(2K+1)). Then using (2.9), the proof follows immediately.

3. Rate of convergence under near alternatives. In this section, we assume A # 0 so that
YN1," ", YNN, N --> 1, are independently distributed with cdf’s F(y AdN,), , F(y AdNN),
N_-> 1, respectively. Furthermore, besides the assumptions A1-A3, we assume:

B1) F is absolutely continuous, f(x)= F’(x) is absolutely continuous, and there exists a
constant 0o > 0 such that

and

sup I_ [f’(x-O)]2
o[-Oo,Oo] f(x)

N N

B2) E d, 1, E dN,= 0, N 2, 3,.’. max Id,,I O(N-l/2x/log N)
i=1 i=1 l<=i<-N

In what follows Eo and Ea will denote the expectations computed under A 0 and A # 0
respectively. Furthermore, PAr will denote the restriction of PA to the set DN {rI1f(YN) # 0}
so that for any measurable function h of (Y1, Y2, ", YN)

Earh(Y1, Y2,’", YN)= [- h(yl, Y2,’’’,
ri= f(y,).#0}(3.1)
N

H f(y,- Ad,) @1 dy2"’" ayN,
i=1

i.e., EArh( Y1, Y2," ", Y) Ea {h( Y1, Y2," ", Y,)ID, Y1, Y2,’" ", Y)}, where I denotes
the indicator function.

LEMMA 3.1. Under assumptions A1, B1 and B2,

Pzx(DC) O(N-1/2/l)g3 N)
holds for any A # O, where DN is the complement of DN.

Remark. Our assumption B1 is equivalent to assumption V in Hu[kovfi [4]. In fact,
Hukovfi’s assumption V implies our assumption B1 and her Lemma 3.5 implies our Lemma 3.1.
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Proof. By Lemma 3.5 of Hugkovfi [4] and B2, there exists a constant Ct (independent of
N) and a positive integer NA such that for all N >-Na we have

PA YN,) 0 --<_ C,IAI X Id, O(N-1/2x/10g3 N).
i=1

The proof follows.
LEMMA 3.2. Under assumptions A1 to A3, B1 and B2, it holds true for any positive integer

K and any A # 0 that

(3.2) {EA[(SAV-- T)ID;,(Y1,’’’, Yv)]}2r O[(N-r(log N)aS:)l-/(E’)(log N)2s:]
for allp 1, 2,....

Proof By the HSlder inequality, the left-hand side of (3.2) is bounded by

(3.3) [EA(SAm-- TAN)2P]K/P[PA(DCN)]2K(I-I/(2p))

for any p 1, 2,. .. Thus the assertion (3.2) will be proved in view of (3.3) and Lemma 3.1, if
we can show that EA(SAN- TAm)2p O[(1og N)2p] for any p 1, 2,.... Now, put

Z= \N+I] -0(F*(IEI)) sgn (Y).

Then from (1.1), (2.1) and (2.4) we have

Ea(Sav-Tav)2’ Ea [(i, igiA)2p ]
X X X X c,cb, ...cI:(z’?,...z,:)

=1 it=l im=l lt=l lm=l
it<--’<i l+’"+lm=2p

where
(2p)!

C2P (I,!)... (1,,, !)"
We now consider the expectation EaZ,2.Aq for any q 1, 2," and any 1,. ., N.

From A3 it follows that

-c +
, +(, *(I1

where =E(R/(N+I)I). By Lemma 2.1 (after slight and trivial modification)
Bergstr6m and ri [1] we obtain

R _E,a =O(N-), q=l,2,.-.,(3.6) Ea N+
uniformly in 1, 2,..., N. Using the Mean Value Theorem and B1, we can easily show that

(3.7) Ea(V,- F*([ yl))2q O( max Idl=), q 1, 2,...
jN

uniformly in 1, 2,. ., N. It now follows from B2, (3.5), (3.6) and (3.7) that

(3.8) EAZ2g O[N-q(log N)q], q 1, 2,...,

holds uniformly in i= 1,..., N. In view of (3.4) and (3.8), it follows, by using arguments
analogous to those in the proof of Lemma 2.2, that

(3.9) EA(Sa- TaN)2p O[(log N)2p], p 1, 2,. ..
The proof follows.

LEMMA 3.3. Under assumptions A1-A3, B1 and B2, it holds for any K 1, 2,- and any
A # 0 that

(3.10) EAr[(SA -EaSav) -( Tav -EA Ta2v)]2r O[ N-S:(1-1/(2P))(log N)q’p

for all p= 1,2, , where qtcp =(5-3/(2p))K.
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Proof. The left-hand side of (3.10) is bounded by

(3.11) 22r-Ea,(SaN TaN)2r + 22r-t[Ea(Ss- Ta)]2K.
In view of Lemma 3.6 of Hukovi [4], there exist a constant C2 (independent of N) and a
positive integer Nk such that for all N N
(3.12) Ea(Sam- TAN)2K C2{Eo(SoN TON)4K}U2= O[N-K(Iog N)r],
where the last equality is by Lemma 2.2. Next, we have

[EA(SA- TA)]2E {EA,(SAN- TAN)+ EA[(SA- TA)ID(Yx,’’’, Y)]}2K
(3.13) 22K-’[Ea(SaN TAN)]2r +22r-t{Ea[(Sam TaN)ID(Y,,’’’, YN)]}2r.

Using (3.1) and Jensen’s inequality, it follows that

(3.14) [Ea(Sa TaN)]2r Ea(SAN- Ta)2.

e proof now follows from (3.11)-(3.14) and Lemma 3.2.
e following lemma is an immediate consequence of the previous lemmas and the Markov

inequality.
LEMMA 3.4. Under assumptions A1-A3, B1 and B2, it holds tmefor any A 0 and e > 0 that

P,[I(S-E,S)-(T-E,T)I ,1’ > ]
(3.15) MK[N-t/EIOg N+ (11 II=)-=N-(’-’/())(log N)]
for all p 1, 2, and for all N Narp where Narp is a positive integer, Mrp is a constant

independent ofN and qrp (5 3/ (2p)) K.
oo For any e > 0, the left-hand of (3.15) is bounded by

(3.16) P(D)+ P[I(S ES) T ET)I ’ > ].

(Recall from (3.1) that Pa(A) Pa(A DN) for any measurable set A.)
e first term in (3.16) is of order O(N-t/Elog3 N) as can be seen from Lemma 3.1. e

second term in (3.16), by Markov’s inequality, is bounded by

EE(S-ES)-(T-ET)]=(IIII)- for any K 1,2,. ..
e lemma now follows from Lemma 3.3.

THEOREM 3.1. Under assumptions A1-A3, B1 and B2, it holds tme that

sup I(x)-(x)l O(N-t/Elog3 N),
x(-.)

where is the cdf of (T-ET)llll ad T is given by (2.1).
oo Let us denote a= (F*(II)sgn (). Then using (2.1), we have TaN-EATaN=N= c(a-EaWa) which is the sum of independent random variables, and by we have

N

IDT-IIlll c[EW-IIll-(E)=]
i=1

(3.17)
max IEW$-IIIII+ max IEW,I.
1mien lmimN

Now, using A1, A3, B1 and the Mean Value Theorem we obtain

max IEAEA--I10111----< max I_ Io(F*(Ix+ Ad,I))-o(F*(Ixl))l dF(x)
li<--N liN

-<- 211lloC,,_max I_o IF*(Ix + Ad, I)- F*(Ixl)l dF(x)

(3.18) -<211o11oC Ioo[F*(Ixl+ <-,_max lAd, I)

F*(Ixl- max lAd, I)] dF(x)
liN

O( max Idil)= O(N-/2x/log N)
li_N
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and similarly

max IE Wal max lea Wa- Eo Wol

=< max I(F*(x+adi))-o(F*(x)) dF(x)
liN

Mi

(3.19) + max I(F*(-x))-(F*(-x-ad))l dE(x)
liN

+ max I(f*(Ix + dl)) sgn (x +d)
liN

-(F*(Ixl)) sgn (x)l dF(x),

where Ma =max (0,-d) and ma=min (0,-d). The third integral in (3.19) is of order
O(max Id, I) since I111 < and F(Ma) F(ma) O(max Idol). The first and second
integrals are also of order O(max Idol), which can be proved as in deriving (3.18). It then
follows from B2, (3.17), (3.18) and (3.19) that

(3,20) IDT -II IIl
ButA3 implies that > 0. Thus there exists a positive integer N such that < DaTa <
llll for an N N. Consequently we have for all N N,

T DT(II I1=
(3.21)

311llf=

Now let us denote the cdf of TaN Ea TaN)(Da TaN)-1/2 by G’as. Since Ealci( Wa-Ea Wa)l <
m, 1, , N, we obtain from Theorem 2.1 and (3.20) that there exists a constant A (indepen-
dent on N) such that for all N-> Ng,

(3.22)

N

sup IG*N(x)-(x)I<=A(DaTas)-3/2 E Icil3EWa-EaWal(-m,,:,o)

N

16/AIl011fll011 Ic, 3.
i=1

We now consider the uniform distance between Gas and . It follows from the triangle inequality
and (3.22) that

(3.23)

sup IG(x)-(x)l-- sup
xe(-oo,oo) xe(-o,o)

<_- sup
(-,x,,,:,o)

+ sup I,(xlloll(r,-l/-,(x
xe(-m,)

O( lCil3) -I sup ,IfYP(xIIpII2(DaTaN)-t/2)-dP(x)I
i=1

+ sup
Ixl> l#V0- N

On the right-hand side of the last inequality in (3.23), the second term, in view of (3.21) and
the Mean Value Theorem, is bounded by

(3.24) 11’lloo4og N O(N-U2 log N),
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and the third term, by the triangle inequality and the. monotonicity of , is bounded by

sup II-b(xIItpIIE(DATAN)-’/2)I+ sup II-(x)l
Clog N /log N

(3.25) =[1-*(x/logNllll2(DaTaN)-/2)]+[1 + (x/log N)]

[(x/log N)- (x/log N)II II=(a T)-x/=)]/ 211 (/log N)]

which is of order O(N-/2 log N) as can be seen from (3.21) and from Lemma 2, Chapter VII
of Feller [2]. The rest of the proof follows from A2, (3.23), (3.24) and (3.25).

We now prove the main restilt of this section.
THEOREM 3.2. Under assumptions A1-A3, B1 and B2, it holds true for any 8 > 0 that

sup IFaN(x)-a(x)l O(S-1/2+),
-o,oo

where Fa is the cdf of (S-ES)IIIIa,
Proof. For any e > 0 and any real number x, we have

Pal(SAN ES,,,)II I1’ <-- x] <_- PAl( TaN EAT,,,,,) I1, I1 --< x /
(3.26)

+ Pail(SaN E,,Sa) TaN E,, T,,)I ’ ">and

(3.27)
Pl(s ES)II I1-’ xl PI(Y EY)II I1’ x

Pzx[ (SN EaSaN) TaN Ea Tar)l ’ ;’ > ]-

It follows from (3.26), (3.27), Lemma 3.4 and Theorem 3.1 that for all large N

sup IFx-xl<-_ov-a/-,hogv+o(
x(-,)

(3.28)
+ (11 , I1_)-="o[ N-(’-’/(=’)" (log N)(5-3/(2p))K

holds for any K, p 1, 2, , and any e > 0. Now, pick K large enough so that (2K + 1)- <
let p= K(2K + 1), and put e N-/2+ 1/(2(2K + 1)). The theorem then follows from (3.28).
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